
  
  

Grades:     9-12   
Course:     Studies   in   Black   American   History   
Year:    2021   
  
  

From    OHIO'S   LEARNING   STANDARDS   FOR   AMERICAN   HISTORY   
  

TOPIC:   HISTORICAL   THINKING   AND   SKILLS   Students   apply   skills   by   utilizing   a   variety   of   resources   to   construct   theses   and   support   or   refute   
contentions   made   by   others.   Alternative   explanations   of   historical   events   are   analyzed   and   questions   of   historical   inevitability   are   explored.     
  

CONTENT   STATEMENTS:     
1.   Historical   events   provide   opportunities   to   examine   alternative   courses   of   action.     
2.   The   use   of   primary   and   secondary   sources   of   information   includes   an   examination   of   the   credibility   of   each   source.     
3.   Historians   develop   theses   and   use   evidence   to   support   or   refute   positions.     
4.   Historians   analyze   cause,   effect,   sequence   and   correlation   in   historical   events,   including   multiple   causation   and   long-   and   short-term   causal  
relations.   
  

See   bottom   of   document   for   Power   Standards   taken   from    ODE   Standards   for   Literacy   in   HIstory/Social   Studies,   Science,   and   Technical   Subjects   6-1 2   will   be   integrated   
via   independent   and/or   daily   class   work   and   assessment.     
  

Much   of   this   work   has   been   inspired   by   the    Columbus   City   Schools   African   American   Studies   Course     
  

  
Suggested   

Pacing   

  
Content   Standards   

  

  
Learning   and   Performance   

Expectations   
  

What   must   students   know   and   be   able   to   
do?   

  
Assessment   of   Learning   

Options   
  

How   will   we   know   if   they   learned   
this   skill?   

  
Resources   Options   

  
Resources   below   are   not   an   

exhaustive   list.    Other   
resources   may   be   utilized   if   

applicable.      

Connection   to   
Vision   of   a   
Lakewood   
Graduate   

            

1   week   Intro:     
  

African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   8.     

Students   should   be   able   to   analyze   
multiple   perspectives   on   how   race   
affects   one’s   experience   in   America   
today.     
  
  

The   following   are   common   
questions   used   to   evaluate   
evidence:   
  

● What   type   of   evidence   
would   support   the   

Teaching   Current   Events:   
Racial   Injustice   in   the   United   
States   
  
  

How   Did   We   Get   
Here:Policing   and   the    Legacy   
of   Racial   Injustice   

This   unit   
connects   to   
Global   
Awareness   and   
Citizenship,   as   
students   are   
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Analyze   ongoing   efforts   for   
racial   justice   in   the   United   
States   including   Affirmative   
Action,   movements   for   
reparations,   and   the   Black   
Lives   Matter   movement.   
  

Why   study   Black   History?   
  

How   can   the   study   of   Black   
history   help   make   sense   of   the   
current   racial   disparities   and   
conflicts   in   the   US?   
  

What   tools   will   we   use   to   make   
historical   judgements   about   the   
past?   
  

How   do   our   own   experiences   
shape   our   views   of   race?   
  
  
  
  

Students   should   be   able   to   answer   
and   evaluate   conflicting   responses   
to   the   following   questions:   
  

●   How   do   we   generate   and   
investigate   compelling   questions?     
●   How   do   we   know   what   to   
believe?     
●   What   do   we   do   when   sources   
disagree?     
●   How   do   we   think   like   historians   
and   social   scientists?     
●   Should   we   question   everything?     
●   How   do   we   make   a   strong   
argument?   
  
  

following   claim:   
________________?     

● Read   the   statement   
below.   Which   claim   does   
the   statement   support?     

● Read   the   sources   below.   
Then,   choose   the   claim   
that   historians   could   
make   based   on   these   
sources.     

● Using   the   data   provided,   
support   or   refute   the   
following   claim:   
____________________.    

● Using   the   sources   below,   
construct   a   claim   about   
________   and   provide   
two   pieces   of   evidence   
that   support   it.   

  
Students   examine   graphs   
and   charts   reflecting   racial   
disparities   in   wealth,   
housing,   health   outcomes,   
education   and   make   claims   
about   the   roots   of   these   
disparities.   (This   is   a   
pre-writing   activity)     
  

Students   create   a   racial   
autobiography,   tracing   their   
understanding   of   race   in   
their   lives.     

  
  
  

Reading   Like   a   Historian:   
Evaluating   Sources     
  

Civic   Online   Reasoning   
(Stanford   History   Education   
Group)     
  

Points   of   View   Reference   
Center   (INFOhio)     
  

asked   to   
examine   current   
national   and   
global   
developments   
and   to   analyze   
their   role   in   
making   change.   
  

This   unit   
connects   to   the   
Empathy   
component   of   
the   Lakewood   
vision,   as   
students   are   
asked   to   
understand   the   
emotions   and   
motivations   of   
historical   figures  
and   current   
marginalized   
groups.     

1   Week   Topic   1:   A   Rich   Legacy   in   
Africa:   African   Kingdoms   
and   Civilization   

Broad   Learning   Target:     
−   The   student   can   analyze   the   
social,   cultural,   political,   and   

Students   answer,   in   written  
form,   the   following   
questions:   

Wonders   of   the   African   World   
(PBS)   
  

The   Story   of   Africa   (BBC)     

This   unit   
connects   to   the   
Critical   and   
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African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   1.   Analyze   the   
social,   cultural,   political,   and   
economic   characteristics   of   
early   African   civilizations   and   
empires   and   their   enduring   
impact   on   world   history.   
  

economic   characteristics   of   early   
African   civilizations   and   empires   
and   their   enduring   impact   on   world   
history.   Underpinning     
  

Knowledge   Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
social   and   cultural   and   social   
characteristics   of   early   African   
civilizations   and   empires.     
−   The   student   can   explain   
contributions   of   early   African   
civilizations   and   empires   to   world   
civilizations.     
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
process   of   the   European   slave   
trade   in   Africa.     
  

Underpinning   Skills   Learning   
Targets:     
−   The   student   can   evaluate   
evidence   of   Africa   as   the   cradle   of   
human   civilization.     
−   The   student   can   compare   the   
trans-Saharan   trade   in   Africa   and   
the   Atlantic   slave   trade   imposed   by   
Europeans.     
  

Underpinning   Reasoning   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   analyze   the   
impact   of   the   European   slave   trade   
on   African   civilizations   and   people.     
−   The   student   can   analyze   the   
enduring   impact   of   African   
civilizations   and   empires   on   world   
history.   

  
● Which   important  

contribution   to   the   
advancement   of   
civilization   was   developed   
in   ancient   Egypt   between   
3000   B.C.E.   and   2500   
B.C.E.?     

● Explain   why   it   is   
important   to   begin   the   
study   of   African-American   
history   in   ancient   Africa.     

● Which   is   an   example   of   
how   trade   influenced   
cultural   developments   in   
West   Africa?     

  
  

On   a   Venn   diagram,   
students   compare   the   
practice   of   the   slave   trade   
within   Africa   before   
European   arrival   to   the   
Atlantic   slave   trade.   Then   
students   answer   the  
following   question:   What   
perspective   of   Europeans   
contributed   to   the   practice   
of   slavery   in   the   United   
States?   

  
West   African   Society   at   the   
Point   of   European   Contact   
  
  

Creative   
Thinking   
element   of   the   
district   vision   as   
students   are   
asked   to   
grapple   with   the   
question   of   how   
far   back   we   
must   go   to   
understand   a   
group’s   history.     
  
  
  

Empathy   (see   
description   in   
intro)   
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2   Weeks   Topic   2:   Slavery   and   the   
American   Founding   
  

African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   3.   Evaluate   
the   successes   and   
limitations   of   the   American   
Revolution   and   early   
national   period   with   regard   
to   rights   and   opportunities   
for   African   Americans.   

Broad   Learning   Target:     
−   The   student   can   evaluate   the   
successes   and   limitations   of   the   
American   Revolution   and   early   
national   period   with   regard   to   rights   
and   opportunities   for   African   
Americans.     
  

Underpinning   Knowledge   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
roles   that   slavery   and   African   
Americans   played   in   the   
Revolutionary   War.     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
revolutionary   hopes   of   enslaved   
and   free   African   Americans   and   the   
gradual   abolition   of   slavery   in   the   
northern   states.     
  

Underpinning   Reasoning   
Learning   Targets    
−   The   student   can   demonstrate   the   
ways   that   the   Constitution   provided   
direct   and   indirect   protection   to   
slavery   and   imbued   enslavers   and   
slave   states   with   increased   political   
power.     
−   The   student   can   explain   how   the   
Revolutionary   War   affected   the   
institution   of   slavery   in   the   new   
nation   and   the   ways   that   slavery   
shaped   domestic   and   foreign   policy   
in   the   early   Republic.   
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
slave   trade   from   Africa   to   the   
Americas.     

Students   answer   the   
following   questions   in   
written   form:   
  
● How   did   Thomas   

Jefferson   justify   the   
institution   of   slavery?     

● Analyze   two   ways   that   
enslaved   Africans   
contributed   to   cultural   
practices   that   are   
evident   in   the   United   
States   today.   

  
After   reading   excerpts   from   
12   Years   a   Slave,   students   
create   and   share   a   short   
narrative   from   the   
perspective   of   one   of   the   
individuals   Northrup   meets   
in   his   journey.     
  

Students   research   and   
debate   the   following   
statement:    Was   slavery   a   
betrayal   of   America’s   
founding   ideals,   or   were   
America’s   founding   ideals   
themselves   flawed?     

Solomon   Northrup's   Twelve   
Years   a   Slave.   
  
  

Slave   Narratives   from   the   
Federal   Writers’   Project   
  
  

The   Atlantic   Slave   Trade   in   
Two   Minutes   (Slate)     
  

Slavery   in   the   British   Colonies   
(Khan   Academy)     
  

Life   of   a   Slave   on   a   Southern   
Plantation   (CommonLit)   
  

The   Making   of   African   
American   Identity,   Volume   I,   
1500-1865   (National   
Humanities   Center)     
  

Netflix   Documentary,    Amend,   
Episode   1   (Department   
planning   on   purchasing   series   
on   DVD)   
  

The   Deleted   Passage   of   the   
Declaration   of   Independence   
(Black   Past)     
  

Protections   for   Slavery   
Embedded   in   the   Founding   
Documents   (Teaching   Hard   
History     
  

Slavery   in   the   Constitution   
(Reading   Like   a   Historian)     
  
  

This   unit   
connects   to   the   
Communication 
element   of   the   
district   vision   as   
students   are   
asked   to   make   
verbal  
arguments   
regarding   
America’s   
founding.     
  
  

Empathy   
  
  

Critical   and   
Creative   
Thinking   
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−   The   student   can   demonstrate   the   
impact   of   slavery   on   the   
development   of   the   European   
colonies   in   North   America.     
−   The   student   explain   the   shift   from   
indentured   servitude   to   chattel   
slavery   in   the   American   colonies.     

2   Weeks   
  

Topic   3:   Resistance   to   
Slavery   snd   the   
Underground   Railroad   
  

African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   2.   Describe   
patterns   of   life   for   enslaved   
and   free   Africans,   including   
strategies   for   resistance   to   
enslavement,   and   cultural   and   
economic   contributions   of   
African   Americans   in   early   
America.   

Broad   Learning   Target :     
−   The   student   can   describe   
patterns   of   life   for   enslaved   and   
free   Africans,   including   strategies   
for   resistance   to   enslavement,   and   
cultural   and   economic   contributions   
of   Africans   in   early   America.     
  

Underpinning   Knowledge   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
principal   ways   the   labor   of   
enslaved   people   was   organized   
and   controlled   in   the   American   
colonies   and   United   States.     
−   The   student   can   discuss   the   
nature,   persistence   and   impact   of   
the   spiritual   beliefs   and   cultures   of   
enslaved   people.   
  −   The   student   can   describe   the   
contributions   of   enslaved   and   free   
Africans   to   economic   development   
in   different   regions   of   the   United   
States.     
−   The   student   can   explain   

Students   answer   the   
following   questions   in   
written   form:   
  
● Describe   five   ways   

enslaved   people   resist   
enslavement?   

● Evaluate   the   overall   
success   of   American   
slave   rebellions,   
considering   different   
definitions   of   the   word   
“success.”   

  
In   small   groups,   students   
create   a   short   children's   
book   on   a   chosen   slave   
rebellion.     
  

Students   research   an   
African   American   
abolitionist   and   write   a   
one-page   biography   or   
multimedia   presentation   
summarizing   his   or   her   

Slave   Communities   &   
Resistance   (American   Social   
History   Project)     
  

National   Humanities   Center:   
Slave   Resistance   
  
  

Digital   History:   Slave   revolts   
  
  

History:   7   Famous   Slave   
Revolts   
  
  

NPS:   Underground   Railroad   
  
  

Harriet   Tubman   Resources   
  
  

Empathy   
  

Critical   and   
Creative   
Thinking   
  

Collaboration   
(Small   group   
work)   
  

Communication   
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strategies   for   resistance   to   
enslavement,   ranging   from   violence   
to   smaller,   everyday   means.     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
growth   of   free   African-American   
communities   and   the   limits   of   
freedom   even   in   “free”   states.   

contributions   to   abolitionism   

2   Weeks   Topic   4:   Emancipation   and   
Reconstruction   
  

African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   4.   Explain   the   
central   role   of   slavery   in   
causing   the   Civil   War,   the   
experience   of   African   
Americans   during   the   war,   and   
achievements   and   limitations   
of   Reconstruction.   

Broad   Learning   Targe t:     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
central   role   of   slavery   in   causing   
the   Civil   War,   the   experience   of   
African   Americans   during   the   war,  
and   achievements   and   limitations   
of   Reconstruction.     
  

Underpinning   Knowledge   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
impact   of   the   1860   election   of   
Abraham   Lincoln   and   the   
subsequent   decision   that   several   
slave   states   made   to   secede   from  
the   Union   to   ensure   the   
preservation   and   expansion   of   
slavery.     
−   The   student   can   describe   Union   
policies   concerning   slavery   and   
African   American   military   service     
−   The   student   can   describe   how   
free   black   and   enslaved   
communities   were   affected   by   the   
Civil   War.     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
terms   of   the   13th,   14th,   and   15th   
Amendments   (Reconstruction   
Amendments).   −   The   student   can   

Short   multiple   
choice/matching   quiz,   
including   the   following   
questions:   

● Which   statement   reflects   
the   experiences   of   African   
American   soldiers   in   the   
Civil   War?     

● Which   of   the   following   
statements   is   the   best   
analysis   of   the   short   and   
long   term   effects   of   the   
Emancipation   
Proclamation?   

● Which   political   change   
resulted   from   the   end   of   
the   Civil   War?     

● The   boxes   below   show   the   
terms   of   the   13th,   14th,   
and   15th   Amendments.   
Move   the   boxes   to   the   
correct   column   on   the   
chart.     

● Which   statement   explains   
the   long-term   significance   
of   the   14th   Amendment?     
  

Students   write   a   Letter:   
Imagine   that   you   are   an   

Does   it   Matter   Who   Freed   the   
Slaves?     
  

Black   Soldiers   in   the   Civil   War   
(CommonLit)     
  

The   Emancipation   
Proclamation   (CommonLit)     
  

Freedmen   and   Southern   
Society   Project     
  

Teaching   Juneteenth   
(Teaching   Tolerance)     
  

Reconstruction:   America   After   
the   Civil   War   (PBS)     
  

The   Reconstruction   
Amendments   (PBS)   
  

Slavery   By   Another   Name   
  
  

Empathy   
  

Critical   and   
Creative   
Thinking   
  

Communication   
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explain   that   slavery   continued   in   
many   forms   in   many   forms   through   
most   of   the   19th   century.   
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
ways   that   people   who   were   
enslaved   tried   to   claim   their   
freedom   after   the   Civil   War.     
  

Underpinning   Reasoning   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   analyze   the   
growth   of   the   abolitionist   movement   
in   the   1830s   and   the   slaveholding   
states’   view   of   the   movement   as   a   
physical,   economic   and   political   
threat.     
−   The   student   can   analyze   the   
expansion   of   slavery   as   a   key   
factor   in   the   domestic   and   foreign   
policy   decisions   of   the   United   
States   in   the   19th   century.     
−   The   student   can   analyze   how   the   
federal   government’s   policies   
during   Reconstruction   affected   the   
lives   of   formerly   enslaved   people.     
−   The   student   can   explain   how   
white   Southerners   attempted   to   
define   freedom   for   freed   African   
Americans   during   Reconstruction.   

African-American   living   in   
the   South   during   
Reconstruction.   Write   a   
letter   to   the   local   
Freedman’s   Bureau   office   
acknowledging   the   positive   
changes   while   listing   the   
challenges   you   are   still   
facing.   Consider   the   
following   while   writing:   
What   political   rights   do   you   
have   now   that   you   did   not   
have   before   the   Civil   War   
ended?   How   have   many   
white   Southerners   in   your   
state   attempted   to   keep   the   
old   order   in   place?   Do   you   
believe   the   federal   
government   has   done   
enough   to   protect   your   
rights   during   
Reconstruction?     
  

Students   create   conflicting   
Northern   and   Southern   
newspaper   accounts   of   the   
passing   of   the   13th,   14th   
and   15th   Amendments.     

            

2   Weeks   Topic   5:   African   American   
Struggles   and   the   Racial   
Nadir   
  

Broad   Learning   Target:     
−   The   student   can   analyze   the   
political   and   social   developments   
that   led   to   institutionalized   racism   
and   describe   institutionalized   racist   

Students   should   be   able   to   
answer   the   following   
questions   in   written   form   on   
a   short   answer   quiz:   
  

An   Outrage   (Teaching   
Tolerance)   
    

Jim   Crow   and   Segregation     
  

Violence   and   Backlash   

Empathy   
  

Critical   and   
Creative   
Thinking   
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African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   5.   Analyze   the   
political   and   social   
developments   that   led   to   
institutionalized   racism   and   
describe   institutionalized   racist   
practices   in   
post-Reconstruction   America.   

practices   in   post-Reconstruction   
America.   
  

   Underpinning   Knowledge   
Learning   Targets    
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
provisions   of   Jim   Crow   laws.    
−   The   student   can   summarize   the   
Supreme   Court   ruling   in   Plessy   v.   
Ferguson.     
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
violence   used   by   the   Ku   Klux   Klan.     
  

Underpinning   Reasoning   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
impact   of   the   Compromise   of   1877   
and   the   removal   of   federal   troops   
from   the   former   Confederacy.     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
relationship   between   the   end   of   
Reconstruction   and   the   
“redemption”   of   the   South     
−   The   student   can   discuss   the   
ways   that   the   legacies   of   slavery   
and   white   supremacy   continue   to   
affect   life   in   what   is   now   the   United   
States.   

● Which   factors   enabled   
racism   to   become   
institutionalized   in   the   
United   States   following   
the   end   of   
Reconstruction?   

●   Explain   two   effects   of   Jim   
Crow   laws.     

● How   did   poll   taxes   
exclude   African   
Americans   from   voting   in   
the   post-Reconstruction   
South?     

● How   did   grandfather   
clauses   prevent   African   
Americans   from   voting   
while   protecting   the   voting   
rights   of   poor   white   
people?   
  

Students   can   complete   a   
chart   by   matching   
post-Reconstruction   
developments   with   their   
effects   on   race   relations.     
  
  

(Facing   History)   
  

https://www.thirteen.org/wnet/j 
imcrow/index.html   
  

Plessy   v.   Ferguson   
(CommonLit)    -     
  

The   Story   of   Ida   B.   Wells   
(CommonLit)     
  

Before   Rosa   Parks:   Ida   B.   
Wells   (Teaching   Tolerance)     
  

  
Collaboration   
(Small   group   
work)   
  
  

2   Weeks   Topic   6:   The   Harlem   
Renaissance   and   World   War   
II   
  

African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   6.   Describe   
patterns   of   African-American   

Broad   Learning   Target:     
−   The   student   can   describe   
patterns   of   African-American   life   in   
the   first   half   of   the   20th   century   and   
their   contributions   to   the   American   
experience,   including   the   Great   
Migration,   Harlem   Renaissance,   
World   War   I   and   postwar   

Quiz:   
Students   list   3   “push”   and   3   
“pull”   factors   that   led   African   
Americans   to   leave   the   
South   and   move   North.     
Multiple   choice   quiz   
covering   AA   experience   
from   WWI-WWII.     

The   reemergence   of   the   KKK   
(Khan   Academy)   
  

The   Great   Migration   (Digital   
Public   Library   of   America)   
  

The   Scottsboro   Boys   
(CommonLit)   
  

Teaching   With   Documents:   

Empathy   
  

Critical   and   
Creative   
Thinking   
  

Collaboration   
(Small   group   
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life   in   the   first   half   of   the   20th   
century   and   their   contributions   
to   the   American   experience,   
including   the   Great   Migration,   
Harlem   Renaissance,   World   
War   I   and   postwar   intolerance,   
the   Great   Depression,   and   
World   War   II.   
  

AMERICAN   HISTORY   
CONTENT   STATEMENTS:     
17.   Racial   intolerance,   
anti-immigrant   attitudes   and   
the   Red   Scare   contributed   to   
social   unrest   after   World   War   I.    
  

19.   Movements   such   as   the   
Harlem   Renaissance,   
African-American   migration,   
women’s   suffrage   and   
Prohibition   all   contributed   to   
social   change.   

intolerance,   the   Great   Depression,   
and   World   War   II.     
  

Underpinning   Knowledge   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   explain   reasons   
for   the   Great   Migration.   −   The   
student   can   describe   the   social   
changes   resulting   from   the   Great   
Migration.     
−   The   student   can   summarize   
African-American   experiences   and   
contributions   to   World   War   I.     
−   The   student   can   cite   examples   of   
racial   intolerance   in   the   United   
States   in   the   post-World   War   I   era.     
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
characteristics   of   the   Harlem   
Renaissance,   and   its   influence   on   
American   Culture.   
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
social   changes   resulting   from   the   
Harlem   Renaissance.     
−   The   student   can   summarize   the   
effects   of   the   Great   Depression   on   
African   Americans.     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
impact   and   limitations   of   New   Deal   
policies   for   African   Amerians.     
−   The   student   can   explain   how   
mobilization   impacted   African   
Americans   in   World   War   II.   

  
Using   charts   and   graphs,   
students   create   a   map   
showing   where   
African-Americans   moved   
from   and   to   during   the   
Great   Migration.     
  

Presentations:   Students   
analyze   one   Harlem   
Renaissance   poem   and   
provide   specific   historical   
context   to   help   the   
audience   understand   the   
poem   in   a   new   way.     
  
  

Photographs   of   the   369th   
Infantry   and   African   
Americans   during   World   War   I   
(National   Archives)   
  

Mapping   Inequality   -   
Redlining   (New   American   
History)   
  
  
  

Tulsa   Massacre   
  
  

Unforgivable   Blackness:   The   
Rise   and   Fall   of   Jack   Johnson   
  
  

10   of   Langston   Hughes’   most   
famous   poems   
  
  

The   Warmth   of   Other   Suns,   
by   Isabela   Wilkerson     
  

African   Americans   in   the   CCC   
  
  
  
  

work)   
  

Communication   

3   Weeks   Topic   7:   The   Civil   Rights   
Movement   
  

Broad   Learning   Target:     
−   The   student   can   summarize   the   
struggle   for   racial   equality   and   the   
extension   of   civil   rights   that   

Short   Essay   question:   
Compare   the   actions   by   
African   Americans   directly   
after   WWI   and   WWII   in   their   

Facing   History:   Choices   in   
Little   Rock   
  
  
  

Empathy   
  

Critical   and   
Creative   



  
  

Grades:     9-12   
Course:     Studies   in   Black   American   History   
Year:    2021   
  
  

African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   7.   Summarize   
the   struggle   for   racial   equality   
and   the   extension   of   civil   rights   
that   occurred   in   the   United   
States   in   the   post-World   War   II   
period.   
  
  

AMERICAN   HISTORY   
CONTENT   STATEMENTS:     
  

28.   Following   World   War   II,   the   
United   States   experienced   a   
struggle   for   racial   and   gender   
equality   and   the   extension   of   
civil   rights.   

occurred   in   the   United   States   in   the   
post-World   War   II   period.     
  

Underpinning   Knowledge   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   identify   
organizations   that   struggled   for   
equal   opportunities   and   to   end   
segregation.     
−   The   student   can   identify   key   civil   
rights   and   describe   their   
approaches/philosophies   of   
achieving   change.   
−   The   student   can   describe   the   
methods   used   by   civil   rights   
organizations   to   change   laws   and   
policies.     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
reasons   for   the   rise   of   the   Black   
Power   movement.   

effort   to   achieve   Civil   Rights   
in   the   US.    Why   were   they   
so   much   more   successful   
after   WWII?     
  

In   a   chart,   students   must   
match   the   Civil   Rights   
organization   with   the   
correct   goals   representing   
that   organization.   
  

Students   create   a   two-page   
dialogue   between   Malcolm   
X   and   MLK   which   
represents   each’s   point   of   
view   and   highlights   both   
similarities   and   differences   
in   their   goals   and   
strategies.     

The   Civil   Rights   Movement   
Text   Set   (CommonLit)   -     
  

Montgomery   Bus   Boycott   
(Reading   Like   a   Historian)   
Little   Rock   Nine   (Reading   
Like   a   Historian)   
  

Civil   Rights   Movement   Photos   
(Reading   Like   a   Historian)   
  

NAACP   Letters   (Reading   Like   
a   Historian)   
  

NAACP:   A   Century   in   the   
Fight   for   Freedom   (Library   of   
Congress)     
  

Civil   Rights   Movement   in   
Context   (HATs)   
  

What   Made   Nonviolent   
Protest   Effective   during   the   
Civil   Rights   Movement?   (C3   
Teachers)   
  

Malcolm   X   “Message   to   the   
Grassroots”   
  

Freedom   Riders   
  
  

The   Autobiography   of   
Malcolm   x   
  

James   Baldwin:   I   am   Not   your   
Negro   documentary   

Thinking   
  

Collaboration   
(Small   group   
work)   
  

Communication   

3   Weeks   Topic   8:   The   Legacy   of   
Systemic   Racism   and   
Current   Black   Activism   
  

Broad   Learning   Target:     
−   The   student   can   describe   
ongoing   efforts   for   racial   justice   in   
the   United   States   including   
Affirmative   Action,   movements   for   
reparations,   and   the   Black   Lives   

Short   Answer   Question:   
Explain   two   arguments   in   
favor   of   and   two   arguments   
against   Affirmative   
Action.Evaluate   the   
arguments   and   explain   

Teaching   “The   New   Jim   Crow”   
(Teaching   Tolerance)     
  

The   Case   for   Reparations   
(The   Atlantic)     
  

   Affirmative   Action   American   

Empathy   
  

Critical   and   
Creative   
Thinking   
  



  
  

Grades:     9-12   
Course:     Studies   in   Black   American   History   
Year:    2021   
  
  

  
Power   Standards   taken   from   ODE   Standards   for   Literacy   in   HIstory/Social   Studies,   Science,   and   Technical   Subjects   6-1   will   be   integrated   
via   independent   and/or   daily   class   work   and   assessments.   

  

African-American   Studies   
Learning   Target   8.   Analyze   
ongoing   efforts   for   racial   justice   
in   the   United   States   including   
Affirmative   Action,   movements   
for   reparations,   and   the   Black   
Lives   Matter   movement.   

Matter   movement.     
  

Underpinning   Knowledge   
Learning   Targets:     
−   The   student   can   explain   the   
purpose   of   Affirmative   Action.     
−   The   student   can   trace   the   history   
of   Affirmative   Action   policies   in   the   
United   States.     
−   The   student   can   explain   
arguments   for   reparations   for   
African   Americans.     
−   The   student   can   give   examples   of   
systemic   racism   in   the   United   
States   today.     
−   The   student   can   summarize   the   
origins   of   the   Black   Lives   
Movement.     
−   The   student   can   explain   how   
African   Americans   have   responded   
to   police   brutality   and   shootings   in   
the   2010s   and   2020s   

which   has   the   most   merit.     
  

Students   write   an   essay   or   
create   a   short   video   on   how   
they   think   police   
departments   and   minority   
groups   can   develop   better   
relationships   for   the   good   of   
individual   communities.   
  

Students   create   a   chart   to   
compare   the   reasons   for   
the   March   on   Washington   in   
1963,   Million   Marches   of   
the   1990s,   and   the   Black   
Lives   Matter   Movement.   
Were   the   motivations   the   
same?   If   not,   how   did   they   
differ?   What   did   each   
accomplish?     
  

Students   write   a   poem,   
song,   or   literary   piece,   or   
public   service   video   
explaining   the   importance   
of   young   people   becoming   
active   in   fighting   injustices   
and   racism   in   their   school   
and   community.   

Colleges   After   Fisher   v.   Texas   
(Constitutional   Rights   
Foundation)     
  

Let’s   Talk   (Teaching   
Tolerance)     
  

How   Southern   socialites   
rewrote   Civil   War   history     
  

Equity   Matters:   Confronting   
Implicit   Bias   (Teaching   
Tolerance)     
  

Collaboration   
(Small   group   
work)   
  

Communication   
  

Global   
Awareness/Citiz 
enship   

            



  
  

Grades:     9-12   
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RH.11-12.2    Analyze   content-area-specific   text   development.     
a.   Determine   the   central   ideas   or   information   of   a   primary   or   secondary   source.     
b.   Provide   an   accurate   and   objective   summary   that   makes   clear   the   relationships   among   the   key   details   and   ideas.     

RH.11-12.4    Determine   the   meaning   of   words   and   phrases   as   they   are   used   in   a   text,   including   analyzing   how   an   author   uses   and   refines   the   
meaning   of   a   key   term   over   the   course   of   a   text   (e.g.,   how   Madison   defines   faction   in   Federalist   No.   10).     

RH.11-12.7    Integrate   and   evaluate   multiple   sources   of   information   presented   in   diverse   formats   and   media   (e.g.,   visually,   quantitatively,   as   well   as   
in   words)   in   order   to   address   a   question   or   solve   a   problem.     

RST.11-12.2    Analyze   content-area-specific   text   development.     
a.   Determine   the   central   ideas   or   conclusions   of   a   text.     
b.   Provide   an   objective   summary   of   the   central   ideas   of   a   text,   paraphrasing   complex   concepts,   processes,   or   information   by   presenting   them   in   
simpler   but   still   accurate   terms.     

RST.11-12.4    Determine   the   meaning   of   symbols,   key   terms,   and   other   domain-specific   words   and   phrases   as   they   are   used   in   a   specific   
scientific   or   technical   context   relevant   to   grades   11–12   texts   and   topics.     

RST.11-12.5    Analyze   how   the   text   structures   information   or   ideas   into   categories   or   hierarchies,   demonstrating   understanding   of   the   information   
or   ideas.   

RST.11-12.7    Integrate   and   evaluate   multiple   sources   of   information   presented   in   diverse   formats   and   media   (e.g.,   quantitative   data,   video,   
multimedia)   in   order   to   address   a   question   or   solve   a   problem.     

RST.11-12.9    Synthesize   information   from   a   range   of   sources   (e.g.,   texts,   experiments,   simulations)   into   a   coherent   understanding   of   a   process,   
phenomenon,   or   concept,   resolving   conflicting   information   when   possible.     
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WHST.11-12.1    Write   arguments   focused   on   discipline-specific   content.     
a.   Establish   a   clear   and   thorough   thesis   to   present   a   complex   argument.     
b.   Introduce   precise,   knowledgeable   claim(s),   establish   the   significance   of   the   claim(s),   distinguish   the   claim(s)   from   alternate   or   opposing   claims,   
and   create   an   organization   that   logically   sequences   the   claim(s),   counterclaims,   reasons,   and   evidence.     
c.   Develop   claim(s)   and   counterclaims   fairly   and   thoroughly,   supplying   the   most   relevant   data   and   evidence   for   each   while   pointing   out   the   
strengths   and   limitations   of   both   claim(s)   and   counterclaims   in   a   discipline-appropriate   form   that   anticipates   the   audience’s   knowledge   level,   
concerns,   values,   and   possible   biases.     
d.   Use   words,   phrases,   and   clauses   as   well   as   varied   syntax   to   link   the   major   sections   of   the   text,   create   cohesion,   and   clarify   the   relationships   
between   claim(s)   and   reasons,   between   reasons   and   evidence,   and   between   claim(s)   and   counterclaims.     
e.   Establish   and   maintain   a   formal   style   and   objective   tone   while   attending   to   the   norms   and   conventions   of   the   discipline   in   which   they   are   writing.    
f.   Provide   a   concluding   statement   or   section   that   follows   from   or   supports   the   argument   presented.   

WHST.11-12.2    Write   informative/explanatory   texts,   including   the   narration   of   historical   events,   scientific   procedures/   experiments,   or   technical   
processes.     
a.   Establish   a   clear   and   thorough   thesis   to   present   and   explain   information.     
b.   Introduce   a   topic   and   organize   complex   ideas,   concepts,   and   information   so   that   each   new   element   builds   on   that   which   precedes   it   to   create   a   
unified   whole;   include   formatting   (e.g.,   headings),   graphics   (e.g.,   figures,   tables),   and   multimedia   when   useful   to   aiding   comprehension.     
c.   Develop   the   topic   thoroughly   by   selecting   the   most   significant   and   relevant   facts,   extended   definitions,   concrete   details,   quotations,   or   other   
information   and   examples   appropriate   to   the   audience’s   knowledge   of   the   topic.     
d.   Use   varied   transitions   and   sentence   structures   to   link   the   major   sections   of   the   text,   create   cohesion,   and   clarify   the   relationships   among   
complex   ideas   and   concepts.    
e.   Use   precise   language,   domain-specific   vocabulary   and   techniques   such   as   metaphor,   simile,   and   analogy   to   manage   the   complexity   of   the   
topic;   convey   a   knowledgeable   stance   in   a   style   that   responds   to   the   discipline   and   context   as   well   as   to   the   expertise   of   likely   readers.     
f.   Provide   a   concluding   statement   or   section   that   follows   from   and   supports   the   information   or   explanation   provided   (e.g.,   articulating   implications   
or   the   significance   of   the   topic).     

WHST.11-12.4    Produce   clear   and   coherent   writing   in   which   the   development,   organization,   and   style   are   appropriate   to   task,   purpose,   and   
audience.     

WHST.11-12.9    Draw   evidence   from   informational   texts   to   support   analysis,   reflection,   and   research.   


